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PREFACE
Reorienting Lives : student – parent – teacher
Picking up from where we left and marching ahead, we educators today can clearly distinguish between a pre covid era and post covid era. While we prepared ourselves to
orient parents towards the school system we realised that our job would not be just to
orient but to “reorient” parents towards the normal schooling system.
The uniqueness of this year is that it will have the very first post covid batch in terms of
attending physical normal schooling. It is obvious that there are new normal and precedents to our approach today. We have come to accept that some of the changes in the
post covid era are permanent and irreversible.
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In the midst of all this turbulence of change are caught the children of today. While we
have first time learners who have nosedived into formal schooling on one hand there are
also students who are grappling to deal with the weight of a double promotion. Thanks
to the two years of online education which had almost non-existent traditional regulation
and examination system that has created an impactful learning gap in students.
The need of the hour is that both, Teachers and Parents reorient themselves. As adults
we are in a better position to tide over the challenges and diagnose the needs of the
learner today.
It is time that we unlearn the ways of online education and reset ourselves to the normal
mode and routine of living. It is important that we shirk away the baggage of virtual education in order to restart actual schooling for our children.
Our orientation session for parents was dedicated to help bring back parents to the fold
of real school. We empathize with parents in their dilemma of traditional schooling versus the ease of remote learning. But it is also our duty to help parents understand what
children stand to lose.
It is important that we recognise that contemporary skills which include creativity, curiosity, critical thinking, collaboration, communication, entrepreneurship are some of the
new set of capabilities that will become more dominant and essential in the globalized
world and it cannot be learnt remotely.

Competitions

As a popular saying goes, ‘The jobs of the future are yet to be invented’ and For humans
to thrive in the age of smart machines, it is essential that they do not compete with machines. Instead, they need to be more human.
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So let us bring our children back to the physical human world.
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An Ode to the Doctors
A special assembly was conducted on July 7, 2022 wherein the students of
grade V expressed gratitude towards doctors for their untiring services towards
humanity in the presence of Principal, Mrs Smitha Govind, Head Mistress, Mrs
Jayashree Parakkatil The chief guest of the day Dr Harikrishnan, an ophthalmologist and an ex-army medical officer, addressed the students and guided them on
eye care by reducing screen time. He encouraged the students to follow a
healthy diet as well as outdoor activities to maintain a good vision. The week was
dedicated to appreciate the services of medical fraternity and create awareness
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PARENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
Army Public School Bolarum organized an orientation programme on July 02, 2022 for Primary classes familiarize parents with the curriculum, rules and regulations of the school,
teaching techniques and the co-curricular activities. The Head Mistress, Mrs Jayashree
Parakkatil welcomed the parents and spoke about the effective communication between
parents and teachers. She also sought support and suggestions from the parents to provide
best education and growth opportunities to our students and shared a few tips on parenting. The class coordinators and Special Educator Mrs Aditi Gupte also addressed the parents. The co-curricular activities to include the newly started life skills club i.e., skating, abacus and Karate were also discussed for the holistic development of the students..
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PARENT ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
PARENTS’ ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
Army Public School Bolarum organized an orientation programme for Classes VI to X to
familiarize parents with the curriculum, rules and regulations of the school, teaching
methodologies and the co-scholastic activities. Addressing parents, Vice Principal Mrs
Aruna Dommati mentioned that APSB believes that parents and teachers have to work in
partnership for the progress of the child. The school counsellor, Mrs Swati Nautiyal and
Mrs Sriranjini addressed the parents about effective parenting. The class coordinators
also put forth the efforts to utilize creative talents of children and help them in their holistic development. Mrs Lincy Benny informed the parents of class IX and class X about
the CBSE registration procedures and board examinations.
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EACH ONE GROW ONE
TREE PLANTATION DRIVE
APSB has been actively involved in environmental awareness programme, spreading a message for conservation and community participation. The students participated in tree plantation drive at school as well as the
community program. The students planted saplings in school as well as around their residences. Some students even pledged to maintain green corners in their houses and balconies. Green corners have also been
created in the classrooms.

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES (CCA)

FOCUS

The students enjoyed ORIGAMI paper folding activity as a
part of CCA competition. ORIGAMI, the Japanese art form enhances the motor skills and encourages the creativity amongst
young learners.
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CCA ACTIVITIES : SENIOR WING
The students participated in interhouse Hindi debate competition on क्या
विद्यालयों में योग की शिक्षा होनी चाहहए? As the students presented
their thought provoking views, the audience was mesmerized with the conviction and grit of the speakers.
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SPORTS
Heavy rains kept students indoors but the games classes have been as vibrant and active as ever with the
indoor games being conducted in classes. The students were guided and coached in chess and carrom.
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A Grim Time for Telengana
With torrential rains, flooding of the Godavari River and the temporary shutdown of many educational institutes including our school; the situation surrounding the state this week has been anything but
pleasant. Rescue and relief teams poured in to help alleviate the situation after the Godavari flooding
and water levels rising to the highest in 30 years at Bhadrachalam dam. Perhaps this flooding, like
many others in India in the past couple years is the cumulative result of Global Warming and climate
change, issues of great importance to our nation. When an issue has such a large scale impact on our
personal lives, it shakes some truth into us; truth that many of us subconsciously neglect everyday
about the problems of mother earth and their impact on us. These circumstances must teach us to
not take life for granted, as time and fate can turn the clocks of our life around in massive ways.
V Riddhiman
Incessant rains in Telangana have had our beautiful city on the brink of being inundated. Our surroundings are green and happy but the rains have brought in a deluge of problems. The Met Department issued a red alert across various districts, Hyderabad being one of them. Low-lying areas are
filled with water. On the personal front too, rains have wrecked havoc with our studies. After COVID,
the schools had just begun to function normally when rains led to the closure of schools for a week
leading us back to online classes. Although the first day of online classes brought back a lot of nostalgic feelings, from the second day we started missing our school and friends and the routine it brought
to our lives. I sincerely hope we get a dose of sunlight soon and get back on track.
Nitya Verma
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